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A very big welcome to all the children and their families who have just started 

at Holy Family and welcome back to those who are returning for their final year 

in Nursery. We have had a very positive start to the year with the children settling 

in quickly and already enjoying the activities that have been provided. During 

the first few days we have been taking the opportunity to get to know your 

children, what they like doing and how we can help them to progress in ways 

that they will enjoy. 

 

The children will have opportunities to independently play and explore the 

many areas in Nursery including Construction, Creative area, Role Play/home 

corner and Small world. They are encouraged to access equipment and toys 

independently and to replace them when they are finished. The children will 

develop their social skills and learn to play cooperatively, to share, to take turns, 

to help one another, to take care of others and to respect property and the toys 

they use.    

 

Through daily small group work the children will be encouraged to listen and 

take turns to communicate. We will be encouraging conversations and 

language use and extending their vocabularies. We will also be beginning the 

phonics programme ‘Letters and Sounds’.  

 

At Holy Family we use an online learning journey platform called ‘Tapestry’. We 

have already begun to build your child’s Learning Journey which is a record of 

achievements in Nursery in all areas of the Early Years Foundation Stage 

curriculum.  We will add photographs and comments to show what they have 

learnt and experienced. We would value any contributions you would like to 

add about achievements or events at home – this may be done by logging in 

to your child’s account. We will be sending out letters to the parents of new 

starters very soon with details.  

 

General Points 

 

 Please check all of your child’s clothing is named. 

 Please remove your child’s earrings for their time in Nursery. 

 Please always let us know if someone different is going to collect your 

child. 

 

How can you help? 

 

Talk to your child about colours, numbers and shapes they see around them. 

Sing songs and rhymes. Encourage them to carry out simple tasks and to have 

a go to do things for themselves such as put on their coat, shoes etc.  

 

Thank you for your support  

 

Mrs Morrison and Miss Foltanova  


